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Nouns are names of things. Some nouns are said to be common nouns: boy, town, school, and they are 
spelt with a small letter. But when we are thinking of one special thing or person we spell it with a capital 
letter: Kunwar Singh, The Bina Girls’ High School, Kolkata. These are called proper nouns.  
 

A. Which of these nouns should begin with a capital letter?  
book, treasure island, money, Chennai, september, hat, Shakuntala, teacher, mr, sen, car, asia, 
wednesday, mount Everest, pencil.  

 

Treasure Island Chennai September Shankutala 

Mr. Sen Asia Wednesday Mount Everest 

 
B. When a noun stands for a group of things it is called a collective noun. Add suitable collective 

nouns to these phrases:  
 

QUESTION ANSWER 

1. a  of footballers.  team, group,  squad 

 

2.  a of cattle.  flock,  herd, group,  

3. a of wolves.  pack, rout, herd 

4. a of people in the market-place.  crowd, horde, throng. multitude, stream, mob 

 

5. a of stairs or steps.  flight, set 

6. a of flowers, grapes or bananas.  bunch (bouquet of flowers, 
cluster of grapes, hand of bananas) 

 

 a of lies. pack, web 

8. an at a concert.  Audience (group of listeners) 
Orchestra (group of musicians) 
A choir ( a group of singers) 
A chorus (a group of singers) 

9. a of ships.  fleet, navy  flotilla, armada 

10. a of playing-cards pack, deck 

 
 
 



 
 

C. Nouns like beauty, fear, joy, health, pleasure are said to abstract nouns. Give the abstract nouns 
formed from these words:  
 

QUESTION ANSWER 

Sad Sadness 

Hate Hatred 

Mix Mixture 

Friend Friendship 

Poor Poverty  

Know Knowledge 

Stupid Stupidity 

Ignore  Ignorance 

Deep Depth  

 High Height 

Clean Cleanliness 

Patient Patience 

Young Youth 

Wealthy  Wealth  

Strong  Strength 

Believe  Belief 

Suspicious Suspicion 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
D. Some nouns have a different form when they stand for women, e.g. prince, princess. Here 

princess is said to be the feminine form of prince. Give the feminine of these nouns: 
 

QUESTION ANSWER 

Actor Actress 

Master Mistress 

Headmaster Headmistress 

god  goddess 

Tiger Tigress 

Bridegroom Bride 

Host Hostess 

Lion Lioness 

 
 
 
In English we often find two nouns joined together to make a new word: e.g. school and  
master. These are known as compound nouns. A stick used for walking is called a walking-stick. 
Sometimes they are written with a hyphen (-), and sometimes they are written as one word.  
 
When saying them it is important to place a stress on the first syllable: SCHOOLmaster, WALKing-
stick. If we do not do this, then the meaning changes. E.g. A BALCK BIRD is any kind of bird that is 
black, but a BLACKbird is a certain kind of bird.  
 
Practice saying these words: SHOPkeeper, BOOKcase, POSTcard, SUNshine, BOXing-match, DINing-
room, WRITing-paper, SEA-snake, THUNder-storm.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Punctuation  
 
Examples:  The boy’s book (one boy) 
  Kim’s bicycle 
  The horse’s legs (one horse) 
  The boy’s books (more than one boy) 
  The horses’ legs (more than one horse) 
  The man’s hat  
  The men’s hats  
 
 Study the examples. Where would you put the ‘  in these phrases:  
 

QUESTION ANSWER 

My sisters hat,  My sister’s hat  

The old mans stick,  The old man’s stick  

The Girls School,  The Girls’ School 

The headmasters speech,  The headmaster’s speech 

The childrens faces,  The children’s faces  

The womens voices,  The women’s voices 

The two cats tails, The two cats’ tails  

 The ships engine.    The ship’s engine 

 

 
Spelling  
 
Most nouns form their plural (more than one) by adding s: books, cats, rats, tips, locks. In all these words 
the sound is SS. But remember that in many cases the sound is Z: rods, days, flags, hills, teams, doors, 
knives, donkeys. Sometimes the sound is IZ: horses, judges, churches, noses, lashes. But some nouns have 
a different spelling in the plural. 
 
Read Spelling Rule No. 1 at the end of the book. Then give the plural of these words: desk, mouse, wife, 
child, knife, roof, toy, donkey, sheep, fly, atlas, volcano, tooth, foot, piano, daughter-in-law, gas, scissors, 
trousers.  


